We introduce the batch sequencing problem (BSP) with item and batch availability for the singlemachine and two-machine ow-shop case. We propose a genetic algorithm which solves the BSP through a decomposition into a Phase I-Batching and a Phase II-Scheduling decision. The batch sequencing problem is closely related to the discrete lotsizing and scheduling problem (DLSP). Computational experience shows that the genetic algorithm for solving the BSP favorably compares with procedures for solving the DLSP.
Introduction
In certain manufacturing systems signi cant setups are required to change production from one type of products to another, for instance in process industries. In this environment, productivity can be increased by batching to avoid setups. At the same time, orders for the di erent product types occur at di erent points in time within the planning horizon. To satisfy dynamic demand, large inventories must be hold if production is run with large batches, or frequent setups are required if inventory levels are low. Signi cant setup times, which consume scarce production capacity, further complicate the scheduling problem. This situation is modeled in the batch sequencing problem (BSP) or in the discrete lotsizing and scheduling problem (DLSP). With respect to the way batching is done in the manufacturing system, we distinguish between two cases (see Santos and Magazine 19] ), which we will call di erent batching types: batch availability, i.e. the orders of one batch are only available (to satisfy demand) after completion of the entire batch, and item availability, i.e. each order is completed individually and is available at its completion time.
Batch availability occurs if the batch can only be shipped to the next stage as a whole, for instance due to a transportation device. Item availability re ects the case of a production line, where the orders in a batch are already available though the batch is still running. We furthermore consider not only the single stage but the two-stage ow-shop case as well. Complexity results for the BSP are given in Bruno and Downey 5] . They refer to the BSP as job class scheduling problem and show that even the feasibility problem is NP-hard for nonzero setup times. Monma and Potts 15] refer to the results of 5] to derive the complexity of related scheduling problems. They show that a pseudo-polynomial algorithm solves the BSP in polynomial time for a xed number of families. Unal and Kiran 20] propose a heuristic to solve the feasibility problem of the BSP with item availability. Scheduling models which involve batching are (among others) presented in Santos and Maga- zine 19] . Properties of optimal schedules for problems without deadlines are derived in Ahn and Huyn 1] and Mason and Anderson 14] . A survey of recent results is found in Webster and Baker 21] . The discrete lotsizing and scheduling problem (DLSP) is similar to the BSP. Salomon et al. 18] refer to the results in 5] to examine the complexity of the DLSP. Potts and van Wassenhove 16] stress the relationship of batching and lotsizing problems. A reformulation of the DLSP as a BSP and a branch and bound algorithm solving the BSP is given in Jordan and Drexl 9] . The branch and bound algorithm sequences jobs and relies on bounding and dominance rules to curtail the enumeration. A heuristic dual ascent and column generation algorithm for the DLSP with setup times is presented in Cattrysse et al. 6] . Br uggemann and Jahnke 3] consider the DLSP with the additional assumption of batch availability. An extension of the model to the two-stage ow-shop case is given in Br uggemann and Jahnke 4]. Solving a combinatorial problem with genetic algorithms is a quite general method. An introduction to genetic algorithms is the book of Goldberg 8] , applications of genetic algorithms to scheduling problems can be found in Rand 17] . Some problems when applying genetic algorithms to scheduling problems are discussed in Liepins and Hilliard 12] . The contribution of the paper is twofold: we rst show that a sparse encoding of the BSP schedule is suited for both batching types and the two-stage ow-shop case as well. This encoding provides the basis for a genetic algorithm. Second, we show the superiority of this genetic algorithm in comparison with procedures for solving the DLSP. The outline of the paper is as follows: we introduce the BSP and a two-phase decision approach in Section 2. In Section 3 a genetic algorithm is presented. We illustrate the transformation of a DLSP into a BSP in Section 4. In Section 5 we compare the performance of the genetic algorithm with DLSP procedures. We use the results of Br uggemann and Jahnke 3], Br uggemann and Jahnke 4] and Cattrysse et al. 6] as benchmarks for our algorithm. Conclusions follow in Section 6.
2 Solving the BSP in a Two-Phase Decision
In the BSP, we consider an order as a job with a deadline and a processing time. The set of jobs is partitioned into N families and a setup is required before the processing of a batch. Only jobs from the same family can form a batch. Jobs in one batch are processed consecutively without a setup. The machine either processes one job at a time, undergoes a setup or is idle. In a feasible BSP schedule, all jobs must be completed before or at their deadline, otherwise the schedule is infeasible. Allowing lateness in the BSP, a schedule cannot be infeasible as each job may also be completed after its deadline. However, we want to compare the BSP directly with the DLSP, and therefore, a job cannot be late in the BSP. As in the DLSP, the goal is to nd a BSP schedule with minimum setup and holding costs.
In the BSP, parameters related to the N families are the family index i, the number of jobs n i in each family and the total number of jobs J = P N i=1 n i . Holding costs h i denote the costs for holding one unit of family i in inventory for one time unit. Sequence independent setup times st i and setup costs sc i occur before the processing of a batch. The set of jobs is partitioned into mutually exclusive families i, and there are attributes for each job. The j-th job of family i is indexed with a tuple (i; j). A job (i; j) has a processing time p (i;j) , a deadline d (i;j) and a weight w (i;j) . Job weights w (i;j) are proportional to the quantity (=processing time) of the job (the production speed is assumed to be one) and are derived from h i and p (i;j) , we set w (i;j) := h i p (i;j) . Within one family we label the jobs in order of increasing deadlines d (i;j) , and we assume d (i;j?1) < d (i;j) ? p (i;j) , j = 2; : : :; n i .
In the two-machine ow-shop case in Section 3.2, each job has to be processed on machine M1 rst and after that on machine M2. We assume identical processing and setup times on both machines.
Let NB i denote the number of batches of family i and C (i;j) the completion time of job (i; j). All jobs are available at time zero, and the goal is to nd a feasible schedule which minimizes
The rst term expresses the weighted earliness of each job which can also be seen as holding costs, the second term counts the setup costs of this schedule. A feasible schedule which minimizes (1) is optimal. Solving the BSP the following structural properties of the BSP are useful. We will call a BSP schedule an EDDWF schedule (earliest deadline within families) if jobs (i; j) of one family i are scheduled in nondecreasing order of their deadlines. Then, for all i = 1; : : :; N we have C (i;j?1) < C (i;j) for j = 2; : : :; n i . 2 Unfortunately, we may not nd an optimal EDDWF schedule for arbitrary weights w (i;j) . But for the special case where weights and processing times are identical, i.e. w (i;j) = p (i;j) , we can again restrict our search to EDDWF schedules. Theorem 2 For the special case w (i;j) = p (i;j) there exists an optimal EDDWF schedule.
Theorem 2 is easily proven with an interchange argument. As the problem to nd a feasible BSP schedule is already NP-hard (see Bruno and Downey 5]), we will restrict the (heuristic) search of the genetic algorithm to EDDWF schedules only. A similar approach is chosen by Woodru and Spearman 22] . In the next section we outline how to solve the BSP in a two-phase decision, i.e.
Phase I: how are families partitioned into batches, referred to as Phase I-Batching, see Table 1 , and Phase II: how do we schedule batches, referred to as Phase II-Scheduling, see Table 2. 2.1 Phase I-Batching In other scheduling models, for instance in so called burn-in models, the batch processing time may be the maximum instead of the sum of the processing times of the jobs in a batch. Lee et al. 11] consider these problems, which arise in the production of wafers in semiconductor manufacturing.
We de ne a batch weight w B , the resulting BSP schedule is infeasible.
For item availability, the deadline d ia
is di erent, see (3). Processing batch B (i;b) as late as possible, the start job (i; j b ) completes at its deadline. Completing the batch later, the schedule is infeasible.
Phase II-Scheduling
Scheduling batches in Phase II we can treat batches again as independent jobs. Phase I-Batching determines already all setups of the schedule, in scheduling batches we do not determine the setups again. The decision variables for Phase II-Scheduling are given in Table 2 . We must sequence the batches subject to the following constraints: the machine can process only one batch at a time, a batch must complete before the next batch starts and not later than its batch deadline. Let
denote the completion time of batch B (i;b) , we recursively compute the job completion times C (i;j) of the jobs in the batch, see Table 2 . Therefore, for a given Phase I-Batching and batch completion times C B (i;b) , the objective function value in (1) is completely determined. (1)) we rst consider the corresponding "mirror problem". In the mirror problem the time axis is reverted: the maximal deadline (=planning horizon) becomes time zero, deadlines convert into release dates and time zero converts into the planning horizon, which is a common deadline for all jobs. Then, the feasibility problem is exactly the decision version of the singlemachine problem with release dates r j , i.e. is there a schedule with a makespan less than a certain C max , where C max is the common deadline. We denote this problem as ( . The corresponding algorithm Phase II-Scheduling is given below, it moves backwards in time and minimizes earliness costs heuristically.
Phase II-Scheduling
Step 1: Sort all batches in order of decreasing deadlines. Set the time instant t at the maximal deadline.
Step 2: Select from all unscheduled batches with d B t set t to the maximal deadline of all unscheduled batches.
Step 4: As long as there are unscheduled batches, GOTO Step 2, otherwise STOP.
Example
In Figure 1 , a small example illustrates the BSP, batch and item availability and the two-phase decision. The upper part depicts a BSP instance with N = 2 families and J = 5 jobs. The n 1 = 3 and n 2 = 2 jobs are all displayed at their deadlines, for instance d (1;1) = 7. There are setup times st 1 = 1 (st 2 = 2) and setup costs (proportional to setup times) sc 1 = 5 (sc 2 = 10). Holding costs are equal to one, we have h 1 = h 2 = 1 so that w (i;j) = p (i;j) .
For both batch and item availability we partition the families into two batches in Phase I-Batching. For batch availability and the same Phase I-Batching, the batch deadlines are now determined by (2), for instance d ba there is a setup for job (2; 2) for batch availability though job (2; 1) is sequenced before. In this schedule, job (2; 2) must start a batch to make job (2; 1) available at d (2;1) = 9. In order to understand the algorithm Phase II-Scheduling, consider Step 1 where t is set to 17: batch B (1;2) (which contains job (1; 3)) and batch B (2;2) have a deadline 17. We have w B . Thus batch B (1;2) is scheduled closer to its deadline than B (2;2) . A reverse order of the batches would incur higher earliness costs.
Genetic Algorithm
In the following section we present a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the BSP, denoted as GABSP. GABSP combines the meta-strategy of genetic search with the Phase II-Scheduling heuristic. GABSP is applicable for both item and batch availability and covers also the two-machine ow-shop case. An extension to more than two machines is straightforward. (1,2) (1,3) (2,2) In the following we extend the BSP to the two-machine ow-shop case with batch availability. All jobs of one family pass two machines, rst Machine 1 (M1) and then Machine 2 (M2). A batch on M1 must be completed before a job of this batch can be processed on M2. We assume equal processing times p (i;j) , setup times st i and setup costs sc i on both machines. However, holding costs after M2 are twice as high as after M1. Therefore, one rather keeps inventory between M1 and M2 than inventory between completion on M2 and the deadline. In the two-machine case, batches on M2 can again be interpreted as jobs (= demands) which can be batched on M1.
The deadline of the batch on M1 is the start of its rst job on M2. However, the setup can be anticipated on M2, see Figure 3 . In the genetic string we have to include additional information how jobs (=batches) on M2 are batched on M1. We enlarge the domain for each gene to the values 0;1;2] and de ne its meaning as follows:
value of the gene = 8 > > < This encoding implies, that jobs which are batched on M2 will not be partitioned into several batches on M1.
In Figure 3 we illustrate Phase I-Batching (for only one family) on M1 and M2. The string which determines the batching decisions is given below the Gantt chart. The jobs at their deadline are rst batched on M2 in 4 batches. Batches on M2 can again be interpreted as jobs at their deadline for M1. On M1 we have to schedule 4 jobs (=batches on M2) with deadlines 4, 9, 13 and 16 and processing times of 2, 1, 1 and 2. These 4 jobs are batched in 2 batches on M1. Batches on M1 must end before processing on M2 starts: on M2 Jobs (1; 4),(1; 5) and (1; 6) form two batches, but one batch on M1. Job (1; 5) starts a batch only on M2 (the gene is set to 2), job (1; 4) starts a batch on both machines (the gene is set to 1) and batches all three Jobs (1; 4); (1; 5) and (1; 6) on M1. The start time 13 on M2 of the batch with job (1; 4) is the deadline for the batch on M1. The setup on M2 for job (1; 4) can be anticipated before the batch on M1 is completed. Job (1; 1) always starts a batch on both machines and is thus omitted in the string. In fact, the string 02120] can be transformed into M1 batching with string 00100] and M2 batching with string 01110] according to the former de nition for the single-machine case. Given the Phase I-Batching in the two-machine ow-shop case, Phase II-Scheduling solves a singlemachine BSP on M2 rst and determines a schedule on M2. According to the M2 schedule and the Phase I-Batching on M1, we compute the batch deadlines for each batch on M1. Applying Phase II-Scheduling in a second step on M1, we get the schedule for both machines. The string determines the batches on both machines, but the schedule is determined rst on M2 and then on M1.
The Algorithm GABSP
In GABSP, the string of the Phase I-Batching represents the individual. With the algorithm Phase II-Scheduling we determine the BSP schedule and with (1) . Starting GABSP, a number of strings is generated at random, which forms the initial generation. From one generation to the next, individuals (=Phase I-Batching strings) are selected based on their F-value and recombined by crossover and mutation to form the next generation. In this step, strings with a low F-value have a higher probability to be selected. We stop the search after a prespeci ed number of generations has been reached, the string with the lowest F-value is the best BSP schedule. The algorithmic parameters and the way to implement GABSP has been done according to the general recommendations in Goldberg 8] . We only sketch out one implementation detail which speeds up the search for a feasible schedule: if in a generation no feasible schedule is found, the F-values in the next generation are calculated with data where setup costs are decreased with a factor out of 0; 1]. In this way, we increase the probability that strings with a large number of setups are selected for crossover; with this strategy, we are able to solve also instances with a small solution space. In comparison, \penalties" for infeasible strings work much less e ective to guide the search for feasible schedules.
DLSP and BSP
The objective function (1) of the BSP takes into account setup and earliness costs. Interpreting earliness as holding costs, (1) and the objective function of the DLSP express the same. In the DLSP, the time scale is segmented into small periods t, and the DLSP demand matrix q i;t speci es the quantity of family i to be produced up to period t. A mixed integer programming formulation of the DLSP is given in Appendix A (similar to the one in 6]), however, a detailed overview about the DLSP is beyond the scope of this paper. For an introduction see, for instance, 7], 9] and 18].
Interpreting the demand in the DLSP as a job with a deadline in the BSP, both DLSP and BSP model the same underlying planning problem. The demand matrix of a DLSP and the jobs at their deadline express the same: the demand (=a job) must be produced (=scheduled) between period (=time) zero and its occurrence (=deadline). The resulting BSP and DLSP schedule correspond to each other and make a direct comparison possible. The idea is depicted in Figure 4 We transform DLSP into BSP instances and then compare GABSP with DLSP procedures. Therefore Theorem 2 holds and we can restrict the search to EDDWF schedules.
Comparison with DLSP Procedures
In this section we evaluate the performance of GABSP by a comparison with DLSP solution procedures. We use the computational results in 6], 3] and 4] as benchmarks and solve the same instances with GABSP | rather than using randomly generated instances of ourselves. independent. DACGP then computes a lower bound for the SPP by column generation; new columns can be generated from solving a subproblem for a single family by a (polynomial) DP recursion. In DACGP, a feasible schedule with N columns, i.e. an upper bound, is found during column generation when none of the i = 1; : : :; N columns contains unsatis ed demand for a family i. Furthermore, an upper bound is calculated with an enumerative algorithm from the columns generated so far. If in both cases no feasible schedule is found, an attempt is made with a simplex based procedure (which is not further speci ed in 6]). The (heuristic) DACGP generates an upper and a lower bound whereas GABSP only generates an upper bound. For GABSP, batch deadlines must be computed for item availability via constraints (3). From 6] we take the (largest) DLSP instances with N families and T periods with (N; T) = f(2; 60); (4; 60); (6; 60)g. For all instances an optimal schedule is found with the branch&bound procedure described in Jordan and Drexl 9]. Therefore, for each schedule found by the heuristics, the deviation A from the optimal objective function value is known. GABSP has been coded in C, for DACGP we took a FORTRAN code provided by Cattrysse. Experiments were run on a 486/33 MHz PC. Table 3 gives the results for the di erent family -period combinations (N; T) which transform into BSP instances with an average number #J of jobs. Capacity utilization is high (H), medium (M) or low (L), respectively. In each (N; T; ) class we aggregated over 30 instances and give the average deviation A avg and maximum deviation A max in % from the optimum. In the instances taken from 6] some of the 30 instances in a problem class may be infeasible, denoted by #IF in the last column. The number of problems where the heuristics do not nd a feasible schedule is denoted by #I. From Table 3 we note that average A avg and maximum deviation A max for DACGP and GABSP do not di er signi cantly. Note that GABSP nds all feasible schedules in (6; 60; M) while DACGP fails to solve some of the feasible instances. Solution quality of GABSP is slightly better for N = 6 than DACGP.
A comparison of the computation times is left out because DACGP generates a lower bound while GABSP does not. Moreover, computation times for a genetic algorithm directly depend on the choice of parameters. For the results in Table 3 we choose a population size of 100, a maximal number of generations (=iterations) of 500. GABSP stops if 100 consecutive generations do not improve the solution quality. Good results for GABSP can be obtained also for smaller populations and less iterations but then GABSP sometimes fails to solve instances where a feasible schedule is di cult to nd. The maximal CPU-seconds in the problem classes for GABSP (DACGP) vary between 4.8 (5.9) and 24.9 (177.0). Y i;t is set to one if production for family i takes place in period t, and zero otherwise. Starting with an initial DLSP schedule, where cumulated production equals cumulated demand, two columns in the matrix are interchanged to obtain a neighborhood solution. This way capacity restrictions per period are not violated, and total production for each family remains the same. However, if the new schedule does not satisfy all demands q i;t in time, for each family a certain initial and end inventory level is needed which then incurs corresponding penalty costs. The simulated annealing algorithm seeks to minimize the sum of holding, setup and penalty costs.
To compare the procedure in 3] with GABSP, batch deadlines are computed via constraints (2) for batch availability. In 3] computational experience is reported for a hard instance (hard to nd a feasible schedule) with N = 6 families and T = 60 periods, which takes 1204 sec to solve on a 486/20 PC. We solve the same instance on a 486DX2/66 PC in 10 sec to nd approximately the same schedule. The sequence of batches and also the objective function value are slightly di erent in our schedule.
Two-Stage DLSP with Batch Availability
In 4], Br uggemann and Jahnke extend their simulated annealing approach to a two-stage DLSP with batch availability, referred to as BRJSA. This is the two-machine ow-shop case described in Section 3. Br uggemann and Jahnke report computational experience for instances with N = 6 families and T = 60 periods in 6 problem classes with 15 randomly generated instances each. Approximate capacity utilization is given in % for each class, for instance, is between 60 and 70 % in the rst class. For high capacity utilization, i.e. > 0:88, it is di erentiated between a hard and an easy problem class. We choose a similar experimental design as Br uggemann and Jahnke and repeat GABSP 10 times (=10 trials) for each instance with a rather small population size jPSj.
So GABSP may come up with infeasible schedules in some of the 10 trials, which also happened with BRJSA. We denote the number of unsuccessful trials of BRJSA (GABSP) in a problem class by #UT. See Table 4 , we apply both algorithms in problem class 88-92hard, and the number of unsuccessful trials #UT is 29 (6) out of 10 15 trials for BRJSA (GABSP). For BRJSA, experiments are conducted on a 486/20 PC, for GABSP on a faster 468DX2/66 PC, so we multiplied times on the latter with factor 5. Table 4 gives average running times R avg (5 R avg ) in seconds for BRJSA (GABSP) and the population size jPSj of GABSP. Table 4 shows a smaller solution time for GABSP versus BRJSA in all problem classes. Similar to the results in 4], objective function values of GABSP di er only slightly over the 10 trials, so that we conclude that the algorithm has converged to a "good" schedule. But more important than 
Conclusions
In this paper, we consider the BSP with di erent variants, i.e. batch and item availability and the two-stage ow-shop case. We present a genetic algorithm (GABSP) which solves all variants of the BSP heuristically. GABSP consists of a Phase I-Batching and a Phase II-Scheduling decision. Search is performed only for Phase I-Batching where we use the meta-strategy of a genetic algorithm. The algorithm in Phase II-Scheduling takes advantage from the knowledge about polynomially solvable scheduling problems. In GABSP, the main idea is a sparse encoding of the Phase I-Batching decision in a string, which is then used as the basis for a GA. In order to evaluate GABSP we solve instances of the corresponding DLSP variants, where GABSP turns out to have a better performance. We conjecture that the sparse encoding is particularly suited for a GA due to the following properties of the encoding:
Each gene of the genetic string may assume a value of only a \small" domain, i.e. either binary for the single-machine case or out of 0; 1; 2] for the two-stage ow-shop case.
The standard GA operations crossing over and mutation maintain feasibility of the newly created strings.
Furthermore, both batch and item availability as well as the two-stage ow-shop case can be handled with this encoding. It should be noted that setup-times st i 2 f0; 1; 2g in all DLSP instances and thus are rather small. We expect the advantages of our approach to be more pronounced if setups have a greater signi cance. A DLSP Formulation
In the DLSP, demand for each family is dynamic and back-logging is not allowed. Before each production run a setup takes place. Setup costs and setup times depend are sequence independent. Production serves to meet present or future demand; in the latter case holding costs are incurred. In contrast to the BSP with a continuous time scale, the planning horizon 1; : : : ; T is divided into a nite number of (small) periods, indexed by t. In each period, at most one item can be produced or a setup is made (\all or nothing production"). An optimal production schedule for the DLSP minimizes the sum of setup and holding costs. As a consequence of the \all or nothing production", setup time and demand are constrained to be multiples of a period length or to the production quantity per period, respectively. The following formulation covers the case of item availability. The DLSP is formally stated in a mixed binary formulation in Table 5 where we assume setup times to be greater or equal to one for all families. Families in the BSP and items in the DLSP are indexed by i, holding costs are given by h i . Before a production run of family i, there is a sequence independent setup time of st i periods which incurs setup costs of sc i . In the DLSP model, we need the setups costs per setup period sc The demand matrix (q i;t ) of the DLSP lists for each period t the exogenous demand for item i. Due to the \all or nothing production", we can w.l.o.g. assume q i;t 2 f0; 1g, see for instance Salomon et al. 18 ].
In the DLSP, decisions on what is to be done are made in each individual period t. We set Y i;t (V i;t ) to one if production (setup) takes place to item i in period t. The inventory of item i at the end of period t is denoted by I i;t .
